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Abstract
This paper considers a classic two-stage supply chain, where stage 1 orders from stage 2, which
orders from an outside vendor. A new feature of this model is to explicitly consider cash flows:
each stage pays its upstream stage for inventory replenishment. To assess the value of payment
flexibility, we compare optimal system-wide costs under two payment schemes. For the flexible
payment scheme, stage 1 may delay the payment or subsidize cash to stage 2; for the strict
payment scheme, stage 1 pays exactly what it orders. We prove that the optimal joint policy for
the flexible payment model has a surprisingly simple structure: both stages implement a basestock policy for inventory replenishment; stage 1 monitors its cash level and implements a twothreshold policy for investment and a pay-up-to policy for inventory payment. Solving the strict
payment model is more involved. We derive a lower bound on the optimal cost by connecting
the strict payment model to an assembly system and propose a simple heuristic. We also consider
a benchmark model, cash pooling, where cash in the supply chain is managed by a single internal
bank. The results of numerical studies suggest that (1) the value of flexible payment can be very
significant under certain circumstances; (2) the optimal flexible payment policy may retain the
majority of the benefit achieved by the benchmark cash-pooling model; (3) the volatility of
material and financial flows may not amplify in the same direction under the flexile payment
scheme.
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